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UPON A TIME
This gracious residence reprises the beauty of its glory
days while composing a new story embellished with
contemporary appointments and arresting artworks.
Words CARLI PHILIP S Photography MARK ROPER

This page Making a shapely silhouette on a sandstone plinth against the window in the formal dining room, Jump series no.2 sculpture by Birgit Piskor
from Colin Fisher Studios. Custom dining table and ‘Matteo’ chairs, all in walnut by Gregorius Pineo from Kneedler Fauchère. Interior designer Thomas
Hamel and the owner purchased the vases atop the table during a trip to Palm Springs. Aphrodite Rose artwork by Miles Hall from Nicholas Thompson
Gallery. Opposite page Despite its chequered existence as a boarding house at one time and another period as reception rooms, the Italianate mansion
required little restoration. The grand entrance’s sky-high ceilings have been augmented with Porta Romana ‘Bianca’ copper and plaster chandeliers.
‘Plato’ console by Patrick Naggar from Ralph Pucci. Large artwork by Brian Hagiwara. Untitled mixed media artwork in gold leaf and resin on canvas
by Peri Gutierrez. Bentwood cane bench from Geoffrey Hatty. The custom-made round table has a four-sided pyramid base in iron with a brass finish.
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he storied history of this handsome Italianate mansion
dates back to the 1880s when it occupied a three-hectare
block in Melbourne’s affluent Toorak, complete with
horse stables and a carriage path. Commissioned by a
banker, the estate has been home to some of Australia’s
most prominent families and later served as reception rooms
before being subdivided into flats and a boarding house. While its
modifications have been as varied as its tenants, its architectural
gentility has always remained intact.
After purchasing the property, the current owners also bought
the plot next door, so phase one involved amalgamating the two
and building a tennis court on the east side of the block. On the
west, a pool was relocated and a manicured garden by Paul Bangay
took its place. “While the eastern side of the house is all action –
tennis and basketball courts, soccer nets and swimming pool – we
felt the [other] side lent itself to a tranquil, private feeling,” says the
owner, referencing the lemon trees and pots of lavender and
rosemary planted around the outdoor dining setting. “We wanted
it to feel as if you could be anywhere in the world.”
The home beckons with noble refinement right from the
portico frontage with its stop-fluted columns, decorative frieze
and elaborate balustraded parapet. The original timber front door
opens directly into a wide, sky-high corridor lined with intricate
tile flooring. It is at once old and new, with architraves, cornices
and tiles juxtaposed against abstract artwork and the interlocking
curves of Porta Romana’s minimalist copper chandeliers. Despite
its high tenant turnover, the home barely needed any restoration. Its
size was intimidating, though, and interior designer Thomas
Hamel was brought in to modernise it with a fresh furniture
scheme that wouldn’t forsake its period appeal.
Off the main artery, new life was breathed into the study and
formal dining room on the left. But particular attention was paid
to the expansive sitting room, and former ballroom, opposite. »

These pages, from left A dramatic 8.5-metre brass pendant light from Ms Arredamenti in Italy drops
down into the light-filled stairwell where Promise to Come Back artwork by Jonny Niesche is framed
in mirrors. The formal sitting room, with walls painted in Porter’s Paints ‘Stormy’, features a pair of
Knoll ‘Platner’ stools upholstered in animal hide from Kneedler Fauchère alongside a black round table
from Space topped with an Apparatus Studio lamp and a vessel from Criteria. Custom curved sofa
upholstered in smoky charcoal bouclé and black lacquer and brass inlay coffee table from 1stdibs on a
custom rug from Behruz Studio. Walter Knoll ‘375’ armchair from Living Edge and ‘Lens’ side table from
Holly Hunt. French wrought-iron mirror from Lucca Antiques. Olive-green banquettes with cushions in
‘Argo’ fabric by Raf Simons for Kvadrat beside the fireplace. Custom Lindsey Adelman brass chandelier.
Pair of Manuel Geerinck photographs from Ralph Pucci. Pivoting wall lights by Serge Mouille from Cult.
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This page Etching striking lines in the formal dining room, ‘Lustre 6 Grand Nuage’ chandelier by
Designheure. ‘Halo’ storage cabinet from Zuster topped with an assortment of clay vases by Paola
Paronetto from Fanuli. ‘Tavolo 95’ dining table by De Padova and Arflex ‘Elettra’ chairs from Poliform.
Yorkeys Knob by Ray Crooke from Philip Bacon Galleries. Opposite page, clockwise from top left Clean
lines characterise the kitchen, where steel and glass blade walls have been inserted to delineate the
area. Stools sourced at Leonard Joel and ‘Molten’ pendant lights from Holly Hunt. Recessed leather
MadeMeasure pulls on custom cabinetry. “Horizontal boards add a contemporary detail within the
historic house,” says Thomas. Table lamps from Fenton & Fenton in the study stand on the ‘Niguel’
dresser from Lawson-Fenning. Senigallia framed photograph by Andrea Sopranzi from The Cool
Hunter. Looking through to the entrance hall and the artwork by Brian Hagiwara.

« Thomas worked alongside Carla Barton, his senior interior
designer, to create multipurpose pockets that would break up the
room’s vastness. To foster a sense of intimacy, olive-green banquettes
surround the fireplace and a set of Platner stools perch around a
circular table nearby. There’s also a sculptural sofa in smoky charcoal
bouclé, a walnut dining table with leather armchairs, and a games
table with a pair of chairs in the bay window. “We’ve made this a
flexible space so you don’t have to move the furniture if you want to
entertain. It’s still formal, but not too precious,” says Thomas.
Structural changes were made at the rear, with architect Russell
Casper of Casper Architecture & Design enlisted to rebuild the
once-congested area to accommodate a butler’s pantry, kitchen,
family room and meals area where there had previously been a
clunky, disconnected L-shaped floor plan. Now, there’s a smoother
transition between the spaces. Glass blade walls both define the
kitchen’s perimeter while embracing light and transparency.
Access to the first floor is via a mahogany staircase at the junction
between the original part of the house and the extension. Dropping
from the double-height stairwell is a dramatic disc pendant light and
a striking artwork by Australian artist Jonny Niesche, surrounded
by detailed mouldings and ornamental panels. “We wanted to create
nods to the classic but in a modern way,” says Thomas, who admits
that there were limitations on how art could be hung because of the
home’s historic features.
On the upstairs landing, a laundry, guest bedroom and ensuite
have been pushed out and rebuilt. The remaining first-floor
footprint has remained the same, with a study and four bedrooms
anchored off the central spine. Wall colours are used liberally
throughout these rooms, with everything from mossy green in
the study to petrol blue in the children’s bathroom and ‘Dior
Grey’ in the master bedroom, where Thomas also installed a pair
of leather panels that appear as cupboards but are in fact doors
leading to a walk-in-robe and ensuite.
Just when all seems complete, an inconspicuous staircase near
the first-floor facade reveals steps up to a turret tower. Once
offering unobstructed views across the bay to watch incoming
boats, it now offers a panoramic vista over Melbourne’s bustling
urban landscape. “It’s fun to live with history,” reflects Thomas.
“But in a contemporary way.” #
casperarchitecture.com.au; thomashamel.com; lbaconstruction.com.au
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SPEED READ
» While this grand house had a chequered past, from sprawling banker’s estate in
the 1880s to boarding house and reception rooms in the 20th century, it needed little
restoration. » The owners asked architect Russell Casper to create a new double-storey
addition which opens on to the relocated pool from the casual family room. » Interior
designer Thomas Hamel modernised the interiors with furniture and artworks that add
a fresh, contemporary perspective while enhancing the beautiful period features. » The
colour palette on walls, doors and flooring includes a swathe of moss green in the study,
petrol blue in the children’s bathroom and ‘Dior Grey’ in the master bedroom. » Completing
the picture are landscaped gardens by Paul Bangay in the tranquil, private courtyard and,
on the other side of the house, a games area.

This page Manicured gardens green the courtyard where ‘Mood’ dining chairs by Manutti
surround a ‘Vis a Vis’ dining table by Tribù. ‘Cartocci’ paper clay bowl by Paola Paronetto.
‘St Joseph’ outdoor lounge chair from Coco Republic. Manutti ‘River’ outdoor sofa and ‘Siena’
coffee table, both from Cosh Living.

This page, clockwise from top left In the master bedroom, custom bed and base upholstered in Rossetti Fabrics ‘Calvia’. Vintage pendant light from Nicholas &
Alistair. ‘Ionik’ stool by Oeuffice from Criteria beside the custom daybed in the bay window. Limited-edition bedside lamp in blue Murano glass from Lucca Antiques.
In the powder room, walls are finished in Porter’s Paints ‘Agra’. An ‘Orbit’ pendant light by Workstead floats in front of mirrors reflecting Aegaeum Lazulite (les larmes
d’Eros) artwork by Miles Hall from Nicholas Thompson Gallery. The new double-storey addition brings a contemporary sensibility to the period home. The casual
family room now opens directly out to the relocated pool area. Think by John Barbour stands out against walls in Porter’s Paints ‘Old Moss’ in the upstairs study.
Beside the RH ‘Reynor’ desk is the ‘Ventura’ chair by JM Massaud for Poliform. Chandelier from Conley & Co, Sydney. USM ‘Haller’ shelving unit with ‘Coquette’ table
lamp from Lawson-Fenning.
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